PROGRAMING THE ALINCO DJ-196

Press the A V/MMW key so M does not show in the radio’s display. This is the VFO mode.
Key in the desired receive frequency.
Press the FUNCSET key, and push the 2 SHIFT key until the desired offset or no offset for simplex is displayed.
Push any key other than the 2 SHIFT or the FUNCSET key to return to the VFO mode.
To enable the PL tone function, push the FUNCSET key and then the 4 TSQ key. Continue pushing the 4 TSQ key until the desired tone function is shown (normally just a T). When the desired function is shown, rotate the knob for the correct frequency.
Push any key other than the 4 TSQ or the FUNCSET key to return to the VFO mode.
To save the desired information to a memory channel, press the A V/MMW key and the memory channels appear. Rotate the knob until you find a channel that displays a flashing M. To place the information in that channel, press the A V/MMW key again. Press the FUNCSET key and then the A V/MMW key while the F appears in the display (within about 3 seconds). This places the information in the selected memory channel.
Pushing the A V/MMW key displays the memory function and you can rotate the knob to show the previously set memory channels.
If you want to delete a memory channel so you can place different information in that channel, push the A V/MMW key to enter the memory mode.
Rotate the dial to select the memory channel you wish to delete. (M is displayed for channels that are being used, and the M flashes for channels that are unused).
Press the FUNCSET key, and while the F is displayed, press the A V/MMW key. The M will begin flashing to indicate the channel is now unused.